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The design of a product is based on the assumption of how it will be used. Conversely, the product is usually good for only such usage as was assumed during its conception. In a classical sense, the implicit assumption brings an explicit specification from which the design is derived. More often than not, the specification is therefore the starting point of a hopefully structured and well-behaved, but eventually mechanical design effort. Where the customer tends to learn from the design and mandates to change and/or augment the specification during the process, the project planning gets invalidated. Current practice is therefore to fix the specification in advance, for instance by contract.

The interest in Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) is founded on their ability to learn from examples, as derived from the environment in which the product will operate, instead of being designed from an hypothesis about the operation. It is commonly agreed that learning is based on memorization (associating or mapping a set of questions to their answers) and generalization (the ability to answer new questions about the same problem). As such, ANNs promise a perfect fit to their intended usage. But circumstantial evidence still does not equal a witness observation. Despite its historic fame, an Artificial Neural Network will not learn all, let alone under all circumstances. This is probably the most striking difference with a designed product: there will never be a proof by construction!

Figure 1: Overview of real–world neural applications.

With the coming of age of neural technology, an impressive number of neural products have found their way to the market place [88]. Some popular applications are indicated in figure 1, which position them in the area spanned by computational complexity and
model correctness. The bars indicate the achieved performance: the patterns within the bar indicate the widely achieved results, since the white part stands for the best results in the area. Clearly, none of them achieves a 100% correct functionality. It appears, that for each application a bottom level of functionality can be reached almost without any effort. However, to go beyond requires special attention and has therefore spurred a lot of research to develop new algorithms, to construct alternative architectures, to provide different settings of input parameters or to preprocess input data.

To achieve a product of ultimate performance, two methods can be devised: (a) its function is based on a provably correct algorithm, and (b) an effective redundancy is to be incorporated in the underlying algorithm. As far as ANNs are constructed from analysis of noisy data, they can entirely be considered as systems of the second type. Because statistics is concerned with data analysis as well, there is a considerable overlap between the fields of neural networks and statistics. To analyze learning and generalization of neural networks from noisy/randomized data, statistical inference can also be used.

Performance enhancement can be created by a kind of majority voting. This principle suggests that, instead of providing one neural network solution to a problem, a set of neural networks can be combined to form a neural net system which performs better than any of the networks on its own [116] [138]. The conclusion made in [112] is that mere redundancy does not necessarily increase reliability. Empirically it is common practice to train many different candidate networks to select the winner on basis of predefined criteria. A disadvantage of this method is that training of the losing networks does not help in a further development. Another weak point is that the criterion for choosing the best network is usually the performance on a validation set, which can not guarantee the modeling quality of the underlying data generator. But when the networks are incomplete versions of the same functionality, the combination might raise the functional correctness to a higher level (Figure 2).

Figure 2: A typical character recognizer (from [28]).
The committee arrangement generalizes this idea. It can have significantly better predictions on new data at an acceptable increase of the computational complexity. The performance of the committee can be much better than the performance of each single network in isolation. The committee contains a set of a trained networks diversified in a distinct way. **Diversity** can appear in the number of hidden neurons, in the kind of network model, in the mixture of networks, in the optimization criteria, in the initial weight configuration, training parameters in the training samples, etc. The extent to which reliability can be improved by combining neural net solutions depends on the type of diversity, present in the set of nets.

All such techniques assume that the basic neural network is optimally trained. However, we have noticed that training algorithms are often slow and sometimes unable to converge, even though the underlying techniques often perform very well on other problems. In other words, even though an ANN can be trained to some functionality, there appears to be an underlying problem that causes unreliability in learning. This thesis will therefore be devoted to unravel such circumstances and to contribute ways in which reliable learning can be achieved. By large, the neural paradigm problem is represented as a stream of examples (data) and that guides the learning algorithm to adapt the network parameters until the network is “trained” to give the right answers to the posed questions. Thus the success and the reliability of this training depends to a large extent on the content and composition of this data stream.

Overall unreliable learning can be considered to result from the interaction between three factors: network, problem, and algorithm. In an attempt to answer questions like why and when the learning process will become unreliable and when a systematic failure can appear, backpropagation (still the algorithm with highest practical significance) has been used. The restricted class of architectures it is supposed to be used for and the feedforward architecture allow us to elaborate in more detail on the problem with respect to the chosen architecture and algorithm.

As we found that the conventional focus on network, problem and algorithm leaves much to be desired, we propose here to base the discussion rather on **symmetry**, **randomness** (as basic network design principles), and **knowledge** (the problem to be learned) as the basic ingredients of the universe of discourse. A high degree of symmetry in the initially designed network is historically viewed to favor the learning algorithm in providing an equal chance to move in several directions. However, this has also a drawback: the freedom of choice may lead to indecisiveness. Admittedly, randomness may in turn help the network escape from such a dilemma. But then again, randomness may wipe away the knowledge; hence a working balance should be found.

Symmetry can be dominant in the beginning of, but also at specific moments during, learning. Randomness (for instance as stochastic variable in the learning algorithm or as additional noise at the network input, output or internal parameters) is then required to force the presentation of examples to follow alternative itineraries. When the amount of randomness is not sufficient to counteract symmetry, learning will not be completed: instead of being adapted to ensure the right mapping between input/output data strings, the initial parameters will eventually become zero. If the noise (the randomness) of the system is dominant, learning will also be unsuccessful, because the network will rather learn the noise than the exemplified knowledge. The fundamental issue of learning is
therefore the creation of a functional balance between symmetry and randomness directed by the examples (the knowledge).

To bring this idea into tangible borders, the interaction between learning components is represented in the error surface paradigm. The network will be able to extract the necessary information by adapting itself to map the questions posed to the right answers. This adaptation is in fact an optimization procedure and is thus equivalent to finding the minimum energy state on an error landscape. The steps, that the learning algorithm takes on this landscape, are directed by the presented examples and form a learning trajectory on this surface. Directing this itinerary properly can help to escape some difficulties to pass surface areas, at which the learning algorithm normally spends a lot of time on or from which it can never escape. For finding an optimal trajectory on the error surface, the so-called regularisation methods have been used. An alternative effect has the introduction of extra noise during training. Our objection here is that the task complexity or the convergence accuracy may be changed in an unwanted direction. The investigation of the statistical long-run effects of example presentation when traveling on the difficult forms of the global error surface brings us to a constructive algorithm which helps in escaping them.

Therefore, the work in this thesis takes an alternative route to ensure reliable learning by focusing on sample diversity [116]. On basis of the instantaneous characteristics of the current training set we will conclude on learnability, reorder the set if necessary to establish the best sample sequence and train eventually a single network with success.

In conclusion, this thesis aims to give directions on how learning can be guaranteed so that its duration will be short and stable and its success unquestionable from the outset. In this respect, we aim to contribute to move neural technology from the realm of “Learning by Examples” to “Design by Examples”.

Groningen, march 1999.
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